The majority of colleges run background checks as part of their admissions processes. The Common Application, used by nearly 900 colleges and more than one million students each year, permits educational institutions to ask applicants about their juvenile court involvement on their supplemental application forms. And, as in Sean’s case described below, “[a]sking applicants about past [court involvement] has a chilling effect, discouraging people from completing the application process.”

Involvement with the delinquency system—including arrests, charges that get dismissed, and adjudications—can create obstacles to a young person’s success. Many youth experience overwhelming hurdles because their juvenile records are available to the public, appear on background checks, or create long-term debt from fines and fees, which can result in denial of employment, housing, loans, and educational opportunities.

Examples of How Juvenile Court Hurts Youth and Communities

Below are examples of how young people’s juvenile court involvement created barriers to college enrollment, meaningful employment, financial independence, stable housing, and military enlistment. State laws vary as to whether juvenile records are publicly available, accessible by certain employers or occupational licensing agencies, and eligible for sealing or expungement, which accounts for the varied outcomes demonstrated by these examples of real youth experiences.

I had a goal of attending college since middle school. I dreamed of running my own business one day and knew a college degree would help me make that dream come true. I was also driven to go to college because no one in my family had ever been.

Back in middle school, I was sent to juvenile court because I fought back after another student repeatedly tripped, pushed, and kicked me over a two-month period. The teacher only saw my response, and never saw the other boy pinning me against the wall with his hands around my throat. The teacher immediately walked me to the principal’s office to be suspended for punching another student. The other student’s parents were outraged and pushed the principal to expel me. The principal decided against expulsion but referred me to the juvenile court system with the help of the School Resource Officer. I ultimately pled to misdemeanor assault.

During my junior year, I started reviewing college applications and discovered that many asked whether I had ever been adjudicated or convicted of a crime. The instructions stated that applicants had to include information about adjudications from juvenile court. I was heartbroken. I was sure that colleges would deny my application once they found out about my juvenile court case from four years earlier, so I decided not to even apply.

— Sean
Although what we want most for young people involved in the court system is for them to succeed, a juvenile adjudication can often prevent young people from obtaining jobs that allow them to fully support themselves and their families.

When I was 27 years old, I had a decent job in the IT field, but wanted more so that I could take care of my two young girls, one of whom has special healthcare needs. To better provide for my family, I sought a promotion at work. As a requirement for the promotion, I needed to pass an FBI background check.

When I was 15, I was charged with starting a fire in an abandoned building. The judge placed me on probation, which I successfully completed without any violations of probation—and had no other juvenile or adult criminal court involvement. I went on to graduate from high school, get my associate degree, and then my Bachelor’s in Information Technology.

While the background check was processing, I continued to climb through the rounds of interviews, impressing everyone. I was top notch in my field and great with people. About a week after my last interview, I was brought into my supervisor’s office. Expecting good news, I was extremely excited. However, my boss told me that the background check came back and revealed the adjudication from 12 years before. My employer believed I had lied on my employment application and terminated me.

I never thought my juvenile record would cause problems for me later in life. However, because the FBI background check included information about my juvenile record, I was fired instead of promoted. It did not matter that the adjudication was from juvenile court and not adult criminal court.

— Alex

My father, one of his uncles, and his grandfather all served in the army. I was set to do the same. A few weeks after my high school graduation, I went to the army recruiter’s office to enlist. While completing the application, I saw that the army wanted to know about my juvenile record for robbery and that I would have to go through an extensive process to get a waiver to enlist. I left the recruiter’s office devastated.

I had no idea that my juvenile record would be an issue related to anything in my future, let alone trying to enlist in the army.

A few weeks later, I decided to accept this challenge and do what I needed to do to enlist. First, I had to get the paperwork from my juvenile case—the police report, charging document, and court orders. Then I had to write an explanation of what happened and why I should get a waiver and be allowed to join the army.

After several months communicating back and forth, the recruiter explained that my application would be on hold until I could provide more supporting documentation of my good character. I contacted the local food bank, where I had volunteered for 20 hours a week the previous summer, to get a letter of recommendation. I also contacted my favorite teacher in high school, my history teacher, Mr. Brooks. Mr. Brooks was eager to help me and offered to write a letter of recommendation right away. Even with these two letters, the recruiter told me that I was going to need even more evidence of my good character to convince the army I was fit to serve.

I spent the next fall volunteering at a local Congressman’s office, and before I left, the Congressman wrote a letter of recommendation that sealed my ability to enlist in the army.

All because of a mistake from when I was 14 years old, I had to jump through numerous hoops—that others may not be able to—all for the opportunity to serve my country.

— Shannon
Stable housing and connection with family and friends are essential for stabilizing young people involved in the juvenile court system. An arrest, being charged with an offense, or being adjudicated in juvenile court can jeopardize housing for youth and keep them away from their families.

I was 16 when I was sent to Meadow Mountain [a secure/locked facility] for three months for violating my probation. One of my probation requirements was to follow all the rules provided by my parents. After staying out late at a friend’s house without telling my mom, she called my probation officer the next day.

My probation officer decided this was the last straw since I had skipped three classes and failed to show up for one of our scheduled meetings in the last couple of months. Even though I had missed the classes because I had doctor appointments and missed the scheduled meeting when I was sick and forgot, my probation officer recommended that I be brought before the judge on a probation violation. The judge thought I needed to “learn a lesson” and sent me to Meadow Mountain.

Two weeks before my release, our family’s landlord learned about my juvenile court involvement. The landlord told my mom that if I returned to the apartment, our entire family would be evicted, pursuant to a clause in our lease. My mom was distraught. She felt terrible that she had called my probation officer and felt guilty that I ended up at Meadow Mountain. My parents didn’t know what to do because they did not have the money to move.

I spent two weeks locked up beyond my original release date while my family worked to find alternative housing. Ultimately, I went to stay with my grandmother, but this required me to change school districts and lose connections with all of the community activities in which I had been involved.

— Trevor

Financial independence is essential for success, but involvement in the juvenile court system can derail a young person’s financial credit standing.

I had five juvenile cases spanning three years and owed more than $5,500 in fees, fines, and restitution before my 18th birthday. When I turned 18, the court started charging me 15 percent interest every year on the unpaid amount. Within four years, my court debt grew to almost $10,000, and the court reported it to credit reporting agencies.

When I finished my associate degree, I was eager to get a job in the medical field to help me figure out whether I wanted to continue my education in a nursing program. I had no idea that my unpaid juvenile court debt would affect me years later until the unpaid amount showed up on a credit report run by a potential employer. I was unable to obtain a job in my desired field until a lawyer helped me manage the debt and seal my juvenile record.

— Jessie
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“Adjudication,” analogous to an adult conviction, is a formal finding by the juvenile court, after an adjudicatory hearing or the entering of a guilty plea/admission, that the youth has committed the act with which they are charged.
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